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Abstract

In active continental rifts, asthenospheric upwelling and crustal thinning result in the ascent of melt through the crust to the

surface. In the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) most volcanic activity is located in magmatic segments in the rift centre, but

there are also areas of significant off-axis magmatism. Imaging the deeper parts of magmatic plumbing systems is possible

with several geophysical techniques including magnetotellurics (MT). We collected MT data at 67 sites and derived a three-

dimensional inversion model of the electrical conductivity in the Central Main Ethiopian Rift, testing inversion parameters

and model feature robustness. High conductivity indicating the presence of melt and potential pathways in the upper crust

(above 5 km depth) is found in only a few places. In contrast at mid crustal level below 15 km depth, higher conductivity

values associated with partial melt is pervasive along the north-western part of the rift. Using mixing models and geochemical

estimates of melt conductivities we derive melt content estimates for the middle to lower crust. We compare the conductivity

model with regional shear wave tomography results. In the lower crust there are lower shear wave velocities coinciding with

higher conductivities, indicating the presence of partial melt. Furthermore, there is a high velocity anomaly in the upper crust

(5 km) under Aluto volcano, where MT images a resistive body. Both observations are consistent with an older cooled magma

body.
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Abstract16

In active continental rifts, asthenospheric upwelling and crustal thinning result in the17

ascent of melt through the crust to the surface. In the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) most18

volcanic activity is located in magmatic segments in the rift center, but there are also19

areas of significant off-axis magmatism. Imaging the deeper parts of magmatic plumb-20

ing systems is possible with several geophysical techniques including magnetotellurics21

(MT). We collected MT data at 67 sites and derived a three-dimensional inversion model22

of the electrical conductivity in the Central Main Ethiopian Rift, testing inversion pa-23

rameters and model feature robustness. High conductivity indicating the presence of melt24

and potential pathways in the upper crust (above 5 km depth) is found in only a few places.25

In contrast at mid crustal levels below 15 km depth, higher conductivity values associ-26

ated with partial melt are pervasive along the north-western part of the rift. Using geo-27

chemical information to constrain melt conductivities and two-phase mixing models we28

estimate melt content for the middle to lower crust. We compare the conductivity model29

with regional shear wave tomography results. In the lower crust there are lower shear30

wave velocities coinciding with higher conductivities, indicating the presence of partial31

melt. Furthermore, there is a high velocity anomaly in the upper crust (∼5 km depth)32

under Aluto volcano, where MT images a resistive body. Both observations are consis-33

tent with an older cooled magma body.34

Plain Language Summary35

The East African Rift Zone is famous as the location of active continental break-36

up. The movement of the plates away from each other causes earthquakes and a lot of37

volcanic activity. To understand these geological processes, we have used the magnetotel-38

luric method (MT) that records the natural variations in the electric and magnetic fields.39

MT data are good at locating molten rock in the subsurface because melt influences how40

easily electrical currents flow through the ground. We collected new data and built a full41

three-dimensional model in the Central Main Ethiopian Rift. We found that magma is42

likely stored close to the surface in only a few places, but that partial melt is common43

below 15 km depth. We compare our model with a different type of geophysical data –44

shear wave velocity – which describes how fast a certain variety of seismic waves gen-45

erated by earthquakes travels through the rocks. We find that they agree in imaging the46

large-scale structure. Partial melt is being stored in the lower crust and there is an older47

cooled magmatic body in the upper crust.48

1 Introduction49

In active continental rifts, asthenospheric upwelling and crustal thinning are as-50

sociated with lateral extension and, in the case of magma-assisted rifting, the ascent of51

melt from the upper mantle through the crust and even to the surface. The resulting vol-52

canic activity can pose a hazard to local population and infrastructure that is often dif-53

ficult to characterize and quantify due to data scarcity for both eruption history and the54

current state of the magmatic system. Imaging the deeper parts of magmatic plumbing55

systems is possible with only a few geophysical techniques. The magnetotelluric (MT)56

deep sounding method is sensitive to the presence of melt at depth as this raises the bulk57

conductivity of the rock. The resolution of the derived models of electrical conductiv-58

ity (or its inverse, resistivity) decreases with depth but, together with petrological mod-59

els obtained from the investigation of eruptive products, and seismic and gravity data,60

it is possible to image and quantify the melt content of the crust. Recent years have seen61

a shift in our understanding of magmatic systems and melt storage at deeper crustal lev-62

els, especially with the introduction of the concept of magmatic ‘mush’ (Cashman et al.,63

2017). This argues that melt in the crust has a very high crystal fraction and mush will64

therefore have different properties than melt stored in magma chambers.65
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In the following we present the data, processing and modelling results from new66

MT measurements carried out in 2016 and 2017 over a 100 km x 100 km area of the Main67

Central Ethiopian Rift (CMER), a volcanically active part of the East African Rift zone.68

We derive a 3D inversion model of electrical resistivity and use this to infer melt con-69

tent at depth. We also compare our model with seismic shear waves in the area.70

2 Geological Setting of the Central Main Ethiopian Rift71

The East African Rift System (EARS) is the most prominent active intra-continental72

rift, extending over several thousands of kilometers. Rifting is characterized by thinning73

of the lithosphere and extension between the Nubian (African) and Somalian plates that74

is accommodated both seismically along border faults and magmatically in active vol-75

canism (Ebinger & Casey, 2001; Chorowicz, 2005). The generation of magmas in the EARS76

is due to either melting within the lithospheric mantle arising from temperature fluctu-77

ations, or decompression melting of the convecting upper mantle caused by thinning of78

the plate during extension (Rooney, 2020). The narrow Main Ethiopian Rift (MER, see79

Fig. 1) separates the Ethiopian and Somalian plateaus, most of which are covered with80

Eocene to recent flood basalts, and forms a link between advanced rifting in the Afar de-81

pression in the north and the less developed Kenyan Rift to the south (Ebinger & Casey,82

2001; Woldegabriel et al., 1990; Mazzarini et al., 2013). The MER is assumed to over-83

lie hot and weak continental lithosphere (Keranen et al., 2009). In its middle part, the84

Central Main Ethiopian Rift (CMER), the extensional strain is accommodated in two85

Quaternary magmatic-tectonic systems, the central rift Wonji-fault belt (WJB) and the86

Silti Debre Zeyt fault zone (SDZF) along the western margin. The border faults are long87

(>50 km), and have a large offset (typically >500 m) giving rise to major escarpments88

separating the rift floor from the surrounding plateaus. The extension rate is about 4-89

6 mm/yr (Agostini et al., 2011; Keir et al., 2006; Corti et al., 2018).90

The CMER is filled by late Miocene to recent volcanic rocks and continental sed-91

imentary deposits (Corti, 2009). Exposed volcanic products consist of basalts, rhyolites,92

ignimbrites, and pyroclastic deposits (Fontijn et al., 2018). Monogenetic volcanic activ-93

ity (spatter cones, scoria cones, maars, and lava domes) (Rooney et al., 2007; Corti, 2009;94

Rooney, 2010; Mazzarini et al., 2013) is widespread on the rift axis as well as along the95

rift margins (Rooney, 2010), with some variation along strike reflecting the increase in96

magma-assisted rifting towards the north (Fig. 2). From recent seismic data, the crustal97

thickness along the CMER has been determined to be about 35–40 km (Keranen et al.,98

2009; Stuart et al., 2006; Maguire et al., 2006; Keranen & Klemperer, 2008). In the north-99

ern part of the CMER, the rift structure is asymmetric, probably due to lithospheric-100

scale pre-existing heterogeneities (Bastow et al., 2008; Cornwell et al., 2010; Keranen et101

al., 2009; Corti et al., 2018), with western off-axis Quaternary magmatism in the SDZF102

and on-axis Quaternary tectono-magmatic activity in the WFB accommodating the cur-103

rent deformation. Further south both margins are dominated by large boundary faults104

resulting in a more symmetric architecture (Agostini et al., 2011; Corti et al., 2018).105

Seismicity in the CMER has been observed in the EAGLE (rift-wide), ARGOS (lo-106

cal installation on Aluto volcano) and Bora-Tulu Moye (see Fig. 2) experiments (Keir107

et al., 2006; Wilks et al., 2017; Greenfield et al., 2019b). The larger earthquakes in the108

catalogues are related to movement on the border faults (see cyan circles in Fig. 2), whereas109

under the volcanoes, most events of lower magnitude (MW < 3) are observed in the110

shallower regions of the hydrothermal systems with a fewer deeper (5 km) events related111

to magma storage (Greenfield et al., 2019a). In general, the CMER is seismically qui-112

eter than the Northern MER (NMER). This is associated with the wider presence of par-113

tial melt and heating of the upper crust in the CMER, whereas in the NMER deep crustal114

seismicity can be explained by the propagation of faults in the strong and brittle crust115

(Lavayssiere et al., 2018), although some earthquakes there are induced by magmatic pro-116
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cesses (Keir et al., 2009). In the CMER, the deformation from rifting is now thought to117

be mostly accommodated in the magmatic segments.118

3 New Magnetotelluric Data119

MT data presented and analysed in this study were collected during two field cam-120

paigns and comprise the rift-crossing profile data with 26 sites from 2016 (described by121

Hübert et al. (2018)) and a further 37 sites in an 100 x 100 km array covering the CMER122

collected in 2017. Data acquired in the March-May 2017 survey include 12 long period123

sites (LMT) and 25 additional broadband recordings (BMT).124

During both campaigns, broadband MT and long-period MT data were collected.125

At all sites, the horizontal electric field variations were recorded (Ex for north-south and126

Ey for east-west), using non-polarizable electrodes, in addition to the three components127

of the magnetic field (Hx is the north-south, Hy the east-west and Hz the vertical com-128

ponent). Broadband MT sites recorded the field variations with Phoenix MTU5A sys-129

tems using induction coils. LMT data were collected with Lemi-417 instruments and flux-130

gate magnetometers. LMT sites were first occupied over 1-3 days by a broadband sys-131

tem and then for 2-3 weeks by a Lemi-417 instrument. Site access was very difficult in132

the Eastern parts of the area, with just a few sites occupied in 2016. To increase data133

coverage we include two sites from Reykjavik Geothermal’s Tulu Moye prospect in our134

analysis. These are good quality broadband four-channel (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy) recordings.135

The site distribution is shown in Fig. 2. Sites lie approximately on 5 profiles perpendic-136

ular to the rift axis, delineated in Fig. 4. The instruments during our campaign suffered137

from both extreme heat and rain. Due to the dense population of the area and human138

interest in the measurements, data quality is somewhat mixed, ranging from very good139

to quite noisy. Using remote processing techniques and robust processing schemes from140

both Egbert (1997) and Smirnov (2003) we obtained the complex and frequency depen-141

dent transfer functions of MT, the impedance tensor Z:142

E(ω) =

(
Zxx Zxy

Zyx Zyy

)
(ω) ·H(ω)

and tipper

Hz(ω) =
(
Tzx Tzy

)
(ω)

(
Hx

Hy

)
(ω)

in the range of 0.01 Hz - 1,000 s for the BMT and up to 10,000 s for the LMT sites. For143

3-D inversion, we selected 43 sites with good quality data and also omitted some sites144

from the more densely sampled across-rift profile (profile 3 in Fig. 4), that has previously145

been interpreted with a 2D inversion model by Hübert et al. (2018). MT data represented146

as phase tensors (Caldwell et al., 2004) and induction vectors (Wiese, 1962) are displayed147

in Fig. 3 at the sites included in the 3-D inversion. The phase tensor representation al-148

lows a quick assessment of the dimensional complexity of the underlying conductivity149

structure. Whereas a 2-D inversion approach could be justified along the trans-rift pro-150

file of Hübert et al. (2018), increased ellipticity and skew values over most of the period151

range in the southern and northern parts of the area indicate that only 3-D inverse mod-152

elling will result in a model that sufficiently explains all these data. The tippers for the153

shorter periods (T < 45 s) are very small for most sites across the area and are there-154

fore also more susceptible to artificial noise. Such small values can indicate a lack of lat-155

eral resistivity variations or would also be exhibited by sites overlying a conductive fea-156

ture. Tippers for longer periods (T > 1000 s) displayed as induction arrows have a very157

consistent trend pointing away from a deep conductive feature in the west (Fig. 3). The158

existence of this feature was previously inferred by Samrock et al. (2015) based on tip-159

pers from Aluto volcano and also modelled in the 2-D inversion by Hübert et al. (2018),160

approximately 50 km to its north-west.161
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Figure 1. Topographical map of the northern portion of the EARS showing Quaternary

magmatic segments, volcanoes and border faults. The black box is the area shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Map of the survey area in the CMER lakes region with the location of MT stations

(diamonds - broadband only, squares - LMT and broadband, stars - broadband from Tulu Moye

prospect, kindly provided by Reykjavik Geothermal). Black lines - faults after Agostini et al.

(2011); red dots - monogenetic volcanic vents after Mazzarini et al. (2013); purple circles - seis-

micity with circle size proportional to magnitude (Maguire et al., 2006). Site names can be seen

on the map in the supplementary material
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Plots of the data used in the 3-D inversion and the respective data fit of the pre-162

ferred model can be found in the supplementary material.163

4 3-D Model of Electrical Conductivity of the CMER164

4.1 Inverse modelling165

To derive a three dimensional model of electrical resistivity in the CMER we used166

ModEM (Kelbert et al., 2014), a powerful parallelized data space inversion code. The167

model volume is 450 x 450 x 350 km, represented by 78 x 68 x 38 cells (x, y, z) whose168

resistivities are the model parameters. The horizontal cell dimension (north-south or lat-169

itude, east-west or longitude) is 2 km, vertically (z) it starts at 10 m and then increases170

logarithmically with depth. We attempted to incorporate topography into the model mesh,171

but the forward solution showed poor convergence. This is because most of the topog-172

raphy lies outside the observation area, i.e. almost all stations are within the rift, whereas173

there are large topographic changes between the rift and the plateaux and on the plateaux174

on both sides of the rift (see Fig. 2). Thus in order to facilitate convergence and keep175

model sizes computationally manageable a flat surface was assumed.176

We investigated values of various parameters of the ModEM algorithm and inver-177

sion strategies, with some guidance from Robertson et al. (2020). We tested inverting178

different parts of the data (impedances, tippers, long period only and all periods), er-179

ror floors (5 and 10 % for the impedance, 0.01 and 0.02 for the tipper) and covariances180

(smoothness of the model, from 0.1 to 0.7) as well as the regularization parameter which181

balances the data fit and model smoothness (λ = 1, 10, 100, 1000 as the starting value).182

We tested several homogeneous starting model resistivities (10, 100 and 1000 Ωm), but183

found that the logarithmic average of all data apparent resistivities, 25 Ωm, led to the184

best data fit. As error floor we chose 5 % of the off-diagonal impedances (setting δZxx185

to δZxy and δZyy to δZyx) and 0.02 for the tippers. The covariances used for the pre-186

ferred model are 0.4 and the starting λ is 100. We started the inversion process with the187

full impedance tensor data at periods greater than 1 s, and then included the shorter pe-188

riod data and finally the long-period tippers. Adding the long-period tippers helped con-189

strain the presence of the deep conductive feature hypothesized by Samrock et al. (2015)190

and imaged by Hübert et al. (2018). The final RMS misfit is 2.9 (2.6 for the impedance191

data and 3.2 for the tippers, see supplementary figures).192

4.2 Preferred 3-D model193

Depth slices through the preferred model are shown in Figure 4 together with the194

site locations and the position of the boundary faults (black lines). The shallow part of195

the model (up to 2 km depth) is mostly characterized by low resistivities (below 10 Ωm).196

Below 1 km depth, several more resistive features (>100 Ωm) are imaged. Most notably197

there are higher resistivities under Aluto volcano down to ∼7 km depth, along the en-198

tire SW border of the rift valley down to ∼10 km, at the SE rift flank and across the rift199

along the northern-most profile (profile 1) down to 3-5 km. The Tulu Moye volcanic cen-200

tre in the NE corner of the model area is clearly imaged as a conductor above 2 km depth201

as reported in the high resolution study of Samrock et al. (2018). There is a strong con-202

ductive feature in the center of the rift between profiles 1 and 2, that at 9 km depth con-203

nects with the smaller conductor below Tulu Moye. Resistive features are only present204

in the upper-most 10 km of the model. Below 15 km depth, the dominant features are205

conductive regions in the centre north of the CMER and SW end of the survey array.206

These connect at around 18 km depth into one large conductive zone. Notably, the north-207

western rift boundary fault coincides with the lateral extent of the conductor, whereas208

in the south-east the conductor vanishes before reaching the rift shoulder. The deepest209

two sections shown in Figure 4 are in the mantle, but there is limited sensitivity to struc-210
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Figure 3. Magnetotelluric data selected for 3-D inversion as a function of period, indicated

above each panel. Impedance data at both BMT and LMT sites are represented as phase tensors,

after Caldwell et al. (2004). The real part of the tippers at LMT sites are displayed as induction

arrows, after Wiese (1962). The fill of the phase tensors is the skew angle β; the unit length for

the induction arrows is 0.2.
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ture at these depths. Features in the lower crust persist, but this may be a result of reg-211

ularization.212

4.3 Robustness Assessment of Conductive Features213

Our preferred model did not reach the target RMS misfit of 1 mainly due to vary-214

ing level of noise contamination and computational limits when choosing the grid size.215

It is therefore necessary to assess the robustness of some of the model parts to be able216

to interpret them confidently in terms of magma storage. Specifically, the extent and con-217

nection of the conductive model features were scrutinized. We tested the sensitivity of218

the data to certain model features by using locally perturbed models. The preferred model219

was modified (see Fig. 5) and the RMS misfit value (see Table 1) was calculated for the220

impedance response data at selected sites. Modifications to the preferred model are as221

follows.222

1. Data coverage beyond the rift on the NW shoulder is limited, therefore we inves-223

tigated the lateral extension of the deep conductor past the location of the bor-224

der faults (black lines in Fig. 2). For the modified model we reduced the resistiv-225

ity in cells NW of the border fault to 5 Ωm between 20 and 25 km depth. The over-226

all data misfit value does not change, but for sites located on and close to the mod-227

ified model areas there is an increase in RMS misfit, signifying that the data are228

sensitive to the lateral boundary of the deep conductor.229

2. To test the sensitivity of the data in regards to the depth extent of the deep con-230

ductor we replaced the resistivity of all model cells below 26 km with the back-231

ground resistivity of 25 Ωm. The overall RMS increases slightly from 2.60 to 2.64.232

Table 1 lists the consistently higher RMS values at a few sites individually.233

3. Thirdly, we replaced the resistivity in the cells connecting the shallow conductor234

(5-15 km depth) under Tulu Moye and the deep conductor with the background235

resistivity value of 25 Ωm. An increase in RMS misfit is only observed for site MOY60,236

but it is substantial and hence demonstrates that the data require a laterally con-237

tinuous conductor.238

Additionally, we restarted the 3-D inversion using each of the modified models as the prior239

model. In all three cases the inversion changes the modified model cells and the final model240

resembles the preferred model (not shown). Therefore we are confident that the west-241

ern boundary fault marks the north-western edge of the deep conductor, that this deep242

conductor extends to below 25 km, and that there is a connection between the Tulu Moye243

conductor and the deeper conductive region. In a final test with perturbed model pa-244

rameters (not shown), the deep conductor (below 15 km) was replaced by distinct smaller245

(10x10x5km) blocks of high conductivity. The resulted forward responses only very slightly246

differed from those of the preferred model. We therefore conclude that lateral resolution247

at these depths is severely limited and could only be improved with more high-quality248

long-period data, which are very difficult to obtain in the area.249

4.4 Comparison of Electrical Conductivities in 2-D and 3-D Models250

Including the array data and performing a 3-D inversion expands (but does not con-251

tradict) the 2-D analysis of Hübert et al. (2018). The geographic extent of the deep con-252

ductor is resolved in the 3-D model, and the upper to mid-crustal resistors in the cen-253

tral CMER (below Aluto and ca. 10 km north-west under the Gardemotta caldera, see254

Fig. 4 c-e)) are captured in both models. The main difference between the 3-D and 2-255

D models are the slightly smaller resistivity variations in the 3-D model. The conduc-256

tor at depth had values of < 3 Ωm (2-D) vs. < 10 Ωm (3-D) and the mid-crustal re-257

sistors > 300 Ωm (2-D) vs. > 200 Ωm (3-D), resulting in smaller resistivity differences258

between conductive and resistive features. This is a known effect of the increased num-259
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j) k) l)

Figure 4. a)-k) Depth slices through the preferred 3-D inversion model. Black lines are the

border faults, black dots are the location of the MT sites. Green colours match the 25 Ωm of

the homogeneous starting model. Panel l) shows the location of Aluto volcano and the Tulu

Moye geothermal prospect, indicated with ‘A’ and ‘TM’ respectively, and indicates the numbered

profile lines referred to in the text.
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Table 1. RMS misfit values for impedance data at selected sites for preferred and modified

models. Pref - preferred model; see Fig. 4. Test1 - Extended deep conductor to beyond the west-

ern boundary fault. Test2 - Limited depth extent of conductor to above 25 km. Test3 - removed

the connection between conductor under Tulu Moye and deeper conductor. Location of sites

indicated in Fig. 5; RV094 and MOY060 are BMT, the others are LMT.

Site name RMS pref RMS test1 RMS test2 RMS test3

All 2.60 2.60 2.64 2.61

LMT001 1.30 1.60 1.30 1.30

LMT101 1.58 1.62 1.59 1.58

RV094 1.15 1.22 1.23 1.15

LMT104 1.59 1.57 1.74 1.59

LMT110 2.43 2.39 2.50 2.42

MOY060 2.15 2.15 2.20 2.33

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. Perturbation of preferred model: a) Extended lateral boundary of the deep conduc-

tor to the NW (map view). b) Set the lower boundary of the conductor to 25 km depth (vertical

section with position indicated on map in a)). c) Disconnect the deep conductor from conductor

under Tulu Moye (map view).
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Figure 6. Profile slices through the preferred 3-D inversion model. The topographic map

and position of lakes (blue areas) from Fig. 2 is displayed for orientation. Triangles indicate the

position of Aluto volcano and Tulu Moye prospect at the surface.

ber of degrees of freedom in 3-D modelling. Additionally, the 2-D inversion is more ro-260

bust to the choice of starting model. For the 3-D inversion, we chose a background of261

25 Ωm derived from averaging all apparent resistivity values in the array because it sig-262

nificantly improved convergence and data fit.263

4.5 Estimation of Melt Content in the CMER264

Electrical conductivity is sensitive to the melt content of the subsurface, and con-265

ductivity models derived from MT data have often been used to deduce a range of pos-266

sible values in the crust and mantle (e.g., Rippe et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2015; Comeau267

et al., 2015). To estimate the amount of melt present in the middle to lower crust un-268

der the CMER from the electrical resistivity model presented here, it is necessary to make269

some petrological assumptions to give constraints on the other parameters that influence270

bulk conductivity. Those describe the physical conditions in the lower crust (tempera-271

ture and pressure), the melt composition (amount of silicate, free ions and water) and272

the mixing model (representing the geometry of melt in the rock matrix). For our es-273

timation, the pressure (P) follows a simple hydrostatic depth gradient (P = ρgd, with274

g - acceleration of gravity, d - depth and ρ - density). We assume a homogeneous crustal275

density of ρ = 2800 kg/m3 (Cornwell et al., 2006). The temperature (T) is assumed to276

be depth independent at 1190◦C (Iddon, 2020). For the composition of the melt we as-277

sume a predominantly mafic content (SiO2 = 47.8 wt%, a sodium content of Na2O 3.5 wt%278

based on Iddon and Edmonds (2020)). Silicic melt conductivity has been studied with279

laboratory experiments by e.g. Gaillard (2004); Guo et al. (2016). Computations of melt280
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electrical conductivity were performed with SIGMELTS, a well-used and comprehensive281

compendium of laboratory work presented by Pommier and Le-Trong (2011). We esti-282

mated the melt conductivity at depth levels from 4 to 38 km, which correspond to ar-283

eas in our model that contain conductive anomalies associated with melt. For the shal-284

lower model parts, other mechanisms for enhancing electrical conductivity such as the285

presence of hydrothermal fluids play a bigger role and are not considered here. The hy-286

drostatic pressure increases with depth, and we varied the water content from 0.9 to 1.4 wt%287

to estimate a range of possible melt conductivities, as the water content at depth is less288

well constrained by additional data and geological observations. Nevertheless, we derived289

only a relatively narrow range for the melt conductivity of 2.4 S/m (for shallower depths290

and dryer rocks) to 2.7 S/m (for deeper levels and higher water content).291

With these estimates of melt conductivities, we can now examine the bulk conduc-292

tivity of a melt-rock mix. We used different mixing models to explore the range of melt293

content that can be explained by our model’s conductivities and ultimately chose the294

upper Hashin-Shtrikman bound (Hashin & Shtrikman, 1962), because this mixing model295

is appropriate for well-connected melts as expected in the CMER and also defines a more296

conservative estimate for the amount of melt necessary to explain enhanced electrical297

conductivity. The assumed conductivity of the non-melt component, the rock matrix,298

was set to 0.001 S/m. With these assumptions it is possible to estimate the relative melt299

content in each cell in our model and hence melt volumes in certain depth layers from300

the bulk conductivity inferred from MT. Note that the melt content derived this way can301

only reflect an average per model cell (with a 2x2 km horizontal discretization). Figure302

7 shows the results of our melt content estimates at different depth levels. In the upper303

crust above 10 km depth, only a few areas indicate the presence of more than 4% melt,304

with the most prominent melt occurrence related to the Bora–Tulu-Moye volcanic field305

in the north-east. In the middle to lower crust below 15 km depth, melt content of >306

4% becomes more pervasive, but is still limited to the area below the rift valley and does307

not extend laterally beyond the northern border fault or closer than ≈ 50 km to the308

southern border fault. These melt amounts are based on the MT inversion model and309

are therefore affected by low lateral resolution at these depths and increased smoothing310

due to the regularization in the inversion process. Therefore, our values are likely to be311

underestimates. As noted in section 4.3, we are unable to distinguish explicitly more per-312

vasive, lower melt fractions from more concentrated higher fractions in the lower crust,313

although we expect the total melt content in each layer to be robust to regularization314

issues (Johnson et al., 2015).315

5 Discussion316

5.1 Comparison with Results from Seismic Studies in the CMER317

In addition to deep electromagnetic sounding, seismic data have been widely used318

to investigate the interior of the earth. In general, the presence of melt will slow down,319

e.g. teleseismic waves, travelling from global earthquake locations through crust and man-320

tle, which can be detected in an array of receivers. The EARS has been studied exten-321

sively in the past decades using seismic data from different seismic data collection cam-322

paigns, that recorded local events, teleseismic earthquakes, ambient noise and the sig-323

nal from controlled sources to inage the velocity distributions and ratios, Moho depth324

and seismic anisotropy in the crust and upper mantle (e.g., Kendall et al., 2006; Keir et325

al., 2006; Bastow et al., 2008; Keranen et al., 2009; Hammond et al., 2010). Many of these326

studies have presented evidence for the presence of melt at different depth levels in the327

EARS. For example, in the seismic anisotropy study of Kendall et al. (2005), the sta-328

tion at Butajira (8.1 2◦N, 38.38 ◦E, close to MT site LMT001) had a very large time de-329

lay (3.12 s) between the two shear wave modes, one of the highest in the world. In gen-330

eral, the largest amount of shear wave splitting occurs beneath the western rift flank (Kendall331

et al., 2005; Hammond et al., 2010). In this setting, seismic anisotropy was interpreted332
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Figure 7. Melt content at different depth levels derived from the electrical conductivity

model. The depth ranges correspond to the vertical discretization of the MT model. The volume

indicated is the amount of melt in the respective depth layer. In the lower crust, melt is pervasive

throughout the CMER, while at upper crustal levels there are more focused centres.
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Figure 8. Comparison of electrical resistivity (left) and relative shear wave velocity (right)

in the CMER, shown at depths of 5 and 20 km. The ambient noise shear wave velocity model is

from Chambers et al. (2019) and displayed as deviation from the mean value per depth layer. In

the CMER (7-8.5◦ N and 38-39◦ E) there is a clear change from relatively high shear wave ve-

locities in the upper 10 km, which could be indicative of cooled intrusive bodies, to significantly

slower velocities from 20 km down, suggesting increased melt content.

to be melt-induced, and the large delay thus indicates substantial quantities of melt that333

are focussed into narrow zones in the crust and mantle. Additionally, Stuart et al. (2006)334

found a very high crustal seismic velocity ratio Vp/Vs of 2.06 at Butajira that can only335

be explained by the presence of partial melt in the lower crust.336

In the following we describe how the joint interpretation of seismic shear wave ve-337

locity models and the electrical conductivity model derived from our MT data can iden-338

tify different zones of melt storage below the CMER.339

Chambers et al. (2019) and Chambers et al. (2021) applied ambient noise tomog-340

raphy to derive shear wave velocity models of Afar and the MER. One of their main con-341

clusions is that pervasive partial melt and focused upwelling can be found below the MER.342

In the CMER, two features in their shear wave model stand out (see Figure 8): an up-343

per crustal fast zone at 5 km depth below the centre of the CMER, and a middle-lower344

crust slow zone encompassing the whole CMER at 20 km depth. These are co-located345

with the resistive area below Aluto volcano and the deeper rift-parallel elongated con-346

ductor in our MT inversion model, respectively.347

Under Aluto volcano, the faster velocities in the shear wave model and the higher348

resistivities both point towards the presence of cooled igneous material in the upper crust.349

This is also in agreement with the higher Bouguer gravity anomalies in the same area350

(Mahatsente et al., 1999; Cornwell et al., 2010). Hübert et al. (2018) associated high Bouguer351

anomalies with the mid-crustal resistive bodies under Aluto.352

At mid-crustal depths of about 20 km, the large zone of enhanced conductivity as353

presented in the previous section and slower S-wave velocities in the model of Chambers354

et al. (2019) and Chambers et al. (2021) below the CMER are both consistent with the355

presence of partial melt. The difference in lateral extent between the shear wave and re-356

sistivity models can be explained by the different resolution of the seismic velocity and357

MT conductivity models. The resolution of both methods depends on the spacing be-358

tween measurement sites and can improve with more data points, but especially for the359

MT method there is an additional inherent dependence on the actual conductivity dis-360
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tribution in the model. In our case, the sensitivity of the MT data to lateral contrasts361

in the CMER is greater than that of the seismic data due to denser MT data sampling.362

In the seismic model, the phase velocities inverted for S-wave speed were an average along363

the ray path between seismic stations, and resolution depends on the intersection between364

crossing paths. Therefore, the resistivity model has better resolution and is imaging smaller365

and more extreme anomalies than the seismic model in the CMER. Chambers et al. (2021)366

also model radial anisotropy (the velocity difference between the two shear wave modes)367

over the region, and find that VSH > VSV in the CMER, consistent with a horizontally368

layered medium. Although the decrease in shear wave speed within the rift is higher in369

the 16-30 km depth range, anisotropy is greater (∼ 5%) at 5-15 km depths, interpreted370

as 2-4 % melt in thin sills (i.e. laterally connected), alternating with continental crust.371

(Johnson et al., 2015) showed that a conductive body in a regularized (2-D) model of372

MT data could instead be represented by a sill-like model fitting the data equally well.373

5.2 Melt Storage and Connectivity in the Lower Crust374

From the seismic and MT imaging methods presented we conclude that there is con-375

nectivity of melt in the lower crust and more discrete localization of melt in the upper376

crust. The question remains how melt is transported through the crust to the different377

volcanic centres. In Afar, dyke intrusion was not only observed during the past years but378

can also be inferred from conductivity models derived from MT data (Johnson et al., 2015).379

From our conductivity model of the CMER, only a few vertical connections between the380

deeper magma storage and the surface can be inferred, but others could be missed be-381

cause of the limited resolution due to wider station spacing along, compared to across,382

the rift. Samrock et al. (2021) infer from their much higher resolution MT study of Aluto383

volcano that there is a narrow conductive (∼ 20 Ωm resistivity) feature that could pro-384

vide a pathway to feed the upper magmatic and hydrothermal system from a deeper level.385

The relatively small conductivity contrast and narrow width are beyond the resolution386

of our study, but the observation is again that there is no prominent conductive feature387

that could be interpreted as a magma chamber with large volumes of connected melt un-388

der the central volcano Aluto. From their local shear wave splitting study of Aluto, Nowacki389

et al. (2018) interpret a magma mush zone below 9 km depth, where there is a modest390

resistivity increase in the MT model of Samrock et al. (2021). Samrock et al. (2021) also391

image a much more conductive and wider connection under Tulu Moye volcano (prob-392

ably related to their higher station density), and the position of their deep conductive393

feature C4 finds a good correspondence in our model. Our mid-crustal conductor lies about394

20 km to the East of Tulu Moye (beyond the extent of their model) but connects lat-395

erally to it.396

Other methods have also been used to address the storage of melt in the lower crust397

in the rift. Temtime et al. (2020) show a schematic model below the NMER with an ex-398

tensive, connected mush zone in the lower crust using radar interferometry to study the399

surface deformation. This zone of melt storage only locally connects to volcanic centres400

at the surface, with dykes feeding laterally into Fentale volcano in the NMER. In con-401

trast, Iddon and Edmonds (2020) developed a model of more localised melt in the lower402

crust beneath magmatic centres based on the geochemistry (CO2) of melt inclusions. How-403

ever, we cannot distinguish explicitly more pervasive, lower melt fractions from more con-404

centrated higher fractions in the lower crust (e.g. beneath the magmatic centres) due405

to limited lateral resolution (see section 4.3). Similar issues apply to interpretations of406

seismic data. However, there is broad agreement from a variety of methodologies for melt407

focussing at magmatic centres.408
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6 Conclusions409

We have collected and analysed broadband and long-period magnetotelluric data410

collected in the Central Main Ethiopian Rift. A 3D model of electrical resistivity for the411

upper 35 km of the crust has been derived using an inverse modelling technique. The412

model contains relatively resistive features in the upper 7 km, most prominently under413

Aluto volcano and along the entire SE border of the rift valley. We associate higher re-414

sistivities with cooled igneous material. There are notable conductive anomalies in the415

upper crust around the Tulu Moye volcanic region which connect to a deeper conduc-416

tive zone. Below 15 km depth, the model is dominated by a large conductive feature abut-417

ting the western boundary of the rift. We have interpreted the model below 4 km in terms418

of melt content and found that melt is pervasive (> 4%) in mid to lower crustal levels419

with only vertical pathways to the shallower crust. The presence of a resistor below Aluto420

volcano and the large deeper conductor find correspondence in features from a seismic421

shear wave velocity model derived by Chambers et al. (2019) that imaged a lower ve-422

locity zone at 5 km depth and a large low velocity area at around 20 km depth. Our re-423

sults lend further weight to previous concepts of horizontal melt storage in the mid-lower424

crust below the MER, which is then focussed into narrow sub-vertical channels beneath425

the volcanic centers.426
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Figure S1. Location of MT sites in the CMER
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Figure S2. Datafit for site LMT001, impedance
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Figure S3. Datafit for site LMT002, impedance
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Figure S4. Datafit for site LMT103, impedance
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Figure S5. Datafit for site LMT104, impedance
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Figure S6. Datafit for site LMT105, impedance
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Figure S7. Datafit for site LMT106, impedance
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Figure S8. Datafit for site LMT107, impedance
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Figure S9. Datafit for site LMT109, impedance
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Figure S10. Datafit for site LMT110, impedance
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Figure S11. Datafit for site LMT111, impedance
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Figure S12. Datafit for site LMT112, impedance
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Figure S13. Datafit for site M34, impedance
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Figure S14. Datafit for site MOY017, impedance
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Figure S15. Datafit for site MOY06, impedance
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Figure S16. Datafit for site R009, impedance
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Figure S17. Datafit for site R011, impedance
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Figure S18. Datafit for site R0014, impedance
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Figure S19. Datafit for site R017, impedance
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Figure S20. Datafit for site R021, impedance
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Figure S21. Datafit for site R094, impedance
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Figure S22. Datafit for site R101, impedance
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Figure S23. Datafit for site R102, impedance
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Figure S24. Datafit for site R103, impedance
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Figure S25. Datafit for site R105, impedance
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Figure S26. Datafit for site R107, impedance
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Figure S27. Datafit for site R111, impedance
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Figure S28. Datafit for site R201, impedance
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Figure S29. Datafit for site R202, impedance
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Figure S30. Datafit for site R205, impedance
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Figure S31. Datafit for site R206, impedance
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Figure S32. Datafit for site R302, impedance
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Figure S33. Datafit for site R303, impedance
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Figure S34. Datafit for site R304, impedance
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Figure S35. Datafit for site R400, impedance
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Figure S36. Datafit for site R402, impedance
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Figure S37. Datafit for site R405, impedance
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Figure S38. Datafit for site R502, impedance
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Figure S39. Datafit for site R504, impedance
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Figure S40. Datafit for site R505, impedance
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Figure S41. Datafit for site LMT002, tipper

Figure S42. Datafit for site LMT101, tipper
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Figure S43. Datafit for site LMT102, tipper
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Figure S44. Datafit for site LMT103, tipper

Figure S45. Datafit for site LMT104, tipper
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Figure S46. Datafit for site LMT105, tipper

Figure S47. Datafit for site LMT106, tipper
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Figure S48. Datafit for site LMT107, tipper

Figure S49. Datafit for site LMT108, tipper
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Figure S50. Datafit for site LMT109, tipper

Figure S51. Datafit for site LMT110, tipper
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Figure S52. Datafit for site LMT111, tipper
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